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The rules of checkers are very easy to learn. In fact, it seems easy to win in checkers, but it is more difficult as we think. We need to have some plan worked out in the game. Even the first moves we make must have a purpose. We must try to achieve small goals that contribute to the achievement of the main goal. We must try to make every turn
count in our favour as much as possible. It is important to know the purpose of a capture, because they are not always beneficial. We need to understand the different consequences of double and triple catches and the three principles of positioning with regard to catches. We should be able to control the areas of the council and the enemy as well. By
a forced capture, we can make the enemy make a move that he did not want to make. Such forced captures are a very powerful weapon in checkers. We need to learn how we can exploit it to trap the enemy. The more we play the game and experiment with strategies effectively, the easier we make everything in the game. Beginners often put their
checkers on the edge of the frame. It seems a reasonable strategy, because its pieces on the edge cannot be captured. But, as it turns out, pushing your checkers to the edges is a mistake. Try to form a pyramid shape with your parts. Due to the possibility of forced moves, your opponent may present a catch that you must make. Because of this, you
cannot afford to sit down and strengthen yourself. You may be forced to jump your checkers into oblivion at any time and no defense you build can stand up over time. Attack only for the strong side and defend only with the weak side. If you want to become a master player, you need to learn to “plan” and not just live from one move to the next. An
advanced single checker can be easily skipped and captured, while a checker backed up by two more checkers is immune to capture. If you With some ladies, its advancement of advance will be much more powerful. A Kinged Kinged incredibly powerful. The player who makes the most checkers usually wins. While capturing opposite checkers is
usually a good thing, your biggest concern should always be to master your own checkers. You should be willing to trade a catch for a catch when it benefits you. Use this to capture an opponent’s advanced checker or to clear some of your baseline checkers. Sacrificing a checker to open a path to be crowned is always worth it. If you can swap one
piece for two, you’ve made a good choice. With only 12 pieces on the board for each player, it’s quite possible that you can quickly end up with an 8-7 piece lead and if you can trade four pieces, you suddenly have a 4-3 lead which is a tremendous amount of power. Your opponent can’t get crowned checkers without advancing to one of his four house
spaces. Keeping these spaces occupied ensures that your opponent won’t have kings until your checkers move. It is preferable to break the side of the Double Corner because a piece that crowns can usually emerge there more easily than one that reaches the Single Corner. Since only a few pieces are left on the board, the path to royalty will be
opened. Don’t trade pieces blindly if it means that your opponent will be closer than you to getting a king. If he can’t move a piece in turn, he loses. If you manage to block your opponent’s checkers, you win. While winning is fun, you can’t learn much by playing against weaker players. Continue reading this ad Shutterstock.com report I’m not new to
Checkers, but I always think there’s something new to learn by watching other professional players at Ã¢ÂÂ ́workÃ ̈âââ€TMmagic, or at least listening to their best tricks and tips from the trade. I wanted someone to be available to teach me some tips and strategies to increase my skills when I started playing Checkers (or Drafts like people call). To
help beginners just getting started, I decided to put together some of my best tips for playing a big big Ladies. Increasing your ladies skills is something that takes time. As a beginner, you should try to learn the possible mother, to practice whenever you can and keep an open mind to learn new strategies. The more you play ladies, the more fancil you
will be to win. By doing some research on the best tips and strategies for beginners, I really learned one or two new things. This is not shown that regardless of what good or long you have played, there is always an opportunity to update your skills. Below is 20 main tips and strategies that every newbie player should know. Shutterstock.com are 20
ladies (drafts) tips (tricks) and strategies for beginners: 1. Get a card from Checker rules and familiarize yourself with them. The first step even before sitting on a lady frame should be to read the rules. It may seem complex in the innio, because you are familiar with the terms of board, peans and checks ¢ CheckerClickã ¢) when playing your first
game. The more you know of the rules, the better your start will be. 2. Use free online features to learn the possible mother. No â € ™ Â ™ best way to get your ladies' game value than to do a little online search. You have read the articles and rules online, now â € ™ ™ time to watch some vides and tutorials that can show the game in action. You may
be surprised by what you take in these videos. Â € â Â Â € more fancil learn something when it is â € ™. 3. Practice the possible mother. You can know all the rules and have some tricks on your sleeve, but if you never practice in real life, the chances of which â € ™ will win. You never know what you will face in a checker game. The more you
physically practice the game, the more you will become familiar with it. Shutterstock.com Memorize specific opening sequels. H) openings that you must learn as a beginner, The well -known one ¢ â € œold Faithfulã Â Â € Â 60. In addition, it will be in a good place to memorize specific board states from the middle of the game and end-of-game as
well. 5. Keep your queue of the long ones the longest possible time. The queue of the Trown is where your opponent has to arrive in order to crown by. If the line of the transfers is listed, no part can be crowned. It is of course that, at some point, they will have to move these parts, but try to hold on to the longest possible time. 6. Focus on controlling
the middle of the board. Control the center of the board puts it in a position of advantage. It means that it can move left or right as needed. How many parts should control the center of the board? Use how many people are necessary to ensure that your opponent can advance only on the left or right edge. 7. Play offensively. Playing defensively
instead of offensively really puts it at a disadvantage. This is because the opponent can use a forceful movement to present it a capture, which, as he knows, has to be made. This can result in loss of more rude people than expected. 8. Learn when sacrificing parts to gain an advantage. You can not protect all the boards of the board. If you lose one of
your parts means that you will gain an advantage, make it Â ¢ â € Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â ANTO Shutterstock.com 9 Focus on crowning more people than your opponent. The main objective should be to crown the largest possible permanent of the coroned parts. 10. Move the parts in closed groups and simultaneously. Move by groups in
groups and together means that you can master a certain section of the board without putting your peans at risk. The more your parts are grouped, the less hypotheses they will be jumped. 11. ¢ To redirect your enemy, it is necessary (Group A) and 6 on the other side (group B). It is necessary to move each group in different stages of the In the start
of the game, you are playing group A and playing a peãle of group B if there is no good movement in your group A. When changing the groups, avoid negotiating the group B, instead of negotiating group A. When the game reaches the stage where the change of peans are happening, its adversion, without dam, will be watching its possible plays of
group A, which It is when you can start a more aggressive advance from Group B. 12. Use forced movements for your advantage. Forceful movements are great tricks to use when you discover that only one of your opponent's parts of your â â € s between your parts and the hand line. In this case, one of your other parts is simply advanced to the
opposite side of the adversion, presenting a possible jump ™ the rules insist that the opponent should make the leap, and while sacrificing your peã §A, will win a king. Now you have an advantage. 13. Shutterstock.com negotiating trading can sometimes put it in the pity. If you are ahead and have more peans on the board, determine whether you can
lose a pejão to gain an advantage. Change wisely. 14. Use the block for a victory. If you create a block and the adversion is not to move, they lose and you win. 15. Move the parts intentionally. When you started playing ladies, you could have seen a possible move and have taken it because it was disposed. As it progresses, you must learn to move each
peanly with a plan in mind. Â € Â € Have a plan. 16. Consider the force of your position before attacking. Attack without thinking about it will be harmful to your game. If you want to win, you have to consider how your position is. You are only to attack your strong side and make sure you defend only on the weaker side. 17. Fault your first movement
a strategy. A great first movement is to move its first peãle on the right side of the license plate diagonally to the next ON right. You can't be thrown in there and set up the scene of the strategic game. 18. Build a pirÂmide. Creating a form of pirÃomide with your pains in the game can strengthen your front. How do you do this? You don't need 3 of
your more than right in the row of three, 2 in front of them on the middle line, and a pansy front of those on the front line. Save this form as long as possible. 19. Take your time crowning. Shutterstock.com Some new Checkers players try to run from their first move to sing their songs as quickly as possible. If you run through the game to the crown
parts, you may find yourself losing many parts along the way. You don't have to take the game slowly and be strategicÂ I'm not Â 20. Download a Ladies application. To really improve your skills, download a Ladies app on your mobile phone. It's not going to help you get through moments of indignity and stress, but it's also going to help you improve
your skills with queens. ÂÂGet Out the Checkers Board Ã                 ³ ÂÂ
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